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All Metal Fusion Beyblades List

Here is a good video of fights between Big Bang Pegasis and Fang Leone Honestly, I like them both, but according to anime,
Leon is stronger.. It seems pretty easy, but besides buying additional parts, the whole process requires a lot of time and
patience.. Phantom Orion B:D seems to be the best it can spin up to 7 5 minutes I even participated in an official USA Beyblade
tournament in 2016 If you have recently found out these toys and want to get yourself one you came to the right place.. You had
to play Libra because it completely destroyed any other Byblade It had to be banned in order to make battles more competitive..
However, stick to Defensive parts when playing against attack types Beyblades You can also place something on the water (I did
it in a swimming pool) as a stadium and play with your friend a couple of battles.. If you are fond of long battles, then a stamina
Beyblade is a good choice for you.. Your goal is to make it spin as long as possible to win through being the last top spinning.

I really like this style of play it is very exciting, because some games may drag on for five and even more minutes.. Both players
use launchers (usually included in set) to simultaneously launch their Beyblades into a special stadium if Beyblade is knocked
out of it or stops spinning, then its owner loses a point.. If you prefer aggressive playstyle go for quality attack type parts, and if
you choose stamina-oriented bey use stamina tips and rings.. It is fun at first, but gets boring fast because you need to get out
your Beyblades from water every time.. Most players choose defensive tips and lighter fusion wheels You can also try to use
attack tips sometimes I do this to increase my stamina Beyblade performance in mirror match-ups.. Customization is the key to
victory that adds precious percentages to the win rate.. I recommend you to buy it if you want to try a good long-spinning
Beyblade By the way, a good stamina Beyblade, such as Fang Leone, can also be used as a decent attack blade.
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I tend to agree with the majority, since he lost only two battles It showed great results in stamina, defense and balance generally,
it was just too good, so there is no wonder that it had completely dominated the metagame soon after the release.
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